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Abstract
This paper presents detailed open loop and closed loop analysis on boost dc–dc converter for both voltage mode control and
current mode control. Here the boost dc–dc converter is a practical converter considering all possible parasitic elements like ESR
and on state voltage drops. The open loop control, closed loop current mode control and voltage mode control are verified. The
comparative study of all control techniques is presented. The PI compensator for closed loop current mode control is designed using
these classical techniques like root locus technique and bode diagram. The simulation results are validated with the experimental
results of voltage mode control for both open loop and closed loop control.
© 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Electronics Research Institute (ERI). This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1.  Introduction
In modern electronic circuit applications dc–dc conversion plays a vital role. Starting from home appliances to
industrial control different types of direct and indirect dc–dc converters are used these days. Among those boost
converter is used basically for stepping up the input voltage at the load end. Because of the use of such converters, the
system becomes more nonlinear and unstable. So the elimination of instability due to non-minimum phase transient
response and boundary control of boost converters using state-energy plane are studied (Kapat et al., 2009; Zhou and
Rincon-Mora, 2006). The modeling and analysis of different power stages and nonlinear circuits are done (Middlebrook
and Cuk, 1976; Smedley and Cuk, 1994). The effects of ESR are studied in depth and based upon the transient modeling;
the dc-link voltage is controlled by direct measurement of capacitor voltage and inductor current. The performance of
dc–dc converter is compared according to the trajectory paths and the boundary condition for definite operation. Again
different control techniques like voltage and current programmed modes are observed for indirect dc–dc converter like
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oFig. 1. Circuit diagram of boost converter with parasitic elements.
-source converter (Nayak and Dash, 2014; Pitel and Krein, 2006; Song and Chung, 2008; Sen and Elbuluk, 2010).
he averaging and small-signal model helps for linearization of the circuit for analysis and the better feedback control
echniques for different loads are developed using classical techniques (Gajanayake et al., 2005; Franklin et al., 1994;
ash et al., 2014; Nayak and Dash, 2012). This paper presents various control techniques used for open loop and closed
oop control of a practical boost converter considering all possible parasitic elements and on state voltage drops. The
alidation through experiment will resolve some important issues related to such system.
.  Average  state  space  analysis  and  small  signal  model  of  practical  boost  converter
Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit diagram of boost dc–dc converter with parasitic elements like ESR and on-state voltage
rops.
Applying KVL, KCL in above circuit diagram of Boost converter with parasitic element is expressed in the terms
f the inductor current and capacitor voltage when switch is on (Krein, 1998),
Vin −  LdiL
dt
−  iL(RL +  RS) −  VS =  0 (1)
iC +  iLOAD =  0 (2)
C
dvc
dt
+ vc
RLOAD
=  0 (3)
here L,  iL,  Vin,  RL,  RS, VS, VD, iC,  iLOAD, RLOAD, vc,  C  are inductance in henry, inductor current
n ampere, input voltage in volt, inductor resistance in ohm, switch resistance in ohm, on-state voltage drop in switch
n volt, on-state voltage drop in diode in volt, capacitor current in ampere, load current in ampere, load resistance in
hm, capacitor voltage in volt and capacitance in farad, respectively.
When switch is off,
Vin −  LdiL
dt
−  iL(RL +  RD) −  VD −  vc (4)
iL =  iC +  iLOAD (5)
iL =  Cdvc
dt
+ vc
RLOAD
(6)
From (1), (3), (4), (6) state-space form can be derived for both on and off period of switch as follows:⎡⎢ diL ⎤⎥ ⎡⎢− (RL +  RS)L 0
⎤⎥[ iL ] ⎡ vin −  vS ⎤⎢⎣ dtdvc
dt
⎥⎦ = ⎢⎣
0 − 1
RLOADC
⎥⎦
vc
+ ⎣ L
0
⎦ (7)
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where
A1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣−
(RL +  RS)
L
0
0 − 1
RLOADC
⎤⎥⎥⎦ and B1U1 =
⎡⎣ vin −  vSL
0
⎤⎦
Similarly,⎡⎢⎢⎣
diL
dt
dvc
dt
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣−
(RL +  RD)
L
− 1
L
1
C
− 1
RLOADC
⎤⎥⎥⎦
[
iL
vc
]
+
⎡⎣ vin −  vDL
0
⎤⎦ (8)
where
A2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣−
(RL +  RD)
L
− 1
L
1
C
− 1
RLOADC
⎤⎥⎥⎦ and
⎡⎣ vin −  vDL
0
⎤⎦
Assuming the continuous conduction mode, the averaged model is obtained by substituting d for q1 and 1 −  d(d)
for q2. The state-space average model is represented as follows:
Y  =  CX,  Where
˙X =  AX  +  BU
A =  dA1 +  (1 −  d)A2
BU  =  dB1U1 +  (1 −  d)B2U2
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (9)
Let RS = RD and VS = VD⎡⎢⎢⎣
diL
dt
dvc
dt
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣−
(RL +  RS)
L
− (1 −  d)
L
(1 −  d)
C
− 1
RLOADC
⎤⎥⎥⎦
[
iL
vc
]
+
⎡⎣ (vin −  vS)L
0
⎤⎦ (10)
Again the small signal model of above state space average model is expressed as follows:⎡⎢⎢⎣
dîL
dt
dv̂c
dt
⎤⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 0 −
(1 −  D)
L
(1 −  D)
C
0
⎤⎥⎥⎦
[
îL
v̂c
]
+
⎡⎢⎣
iL
L
−vc
C
⎤⎥⎦ d̂ (11)
3.  Steady-state  analysis
The steady-state equations can be derived from average state-space model (10) and represented as follows:
Vc =  Vo = (vin −  vS)(RLOAD(1 −  D))(RL +  RS)(RLOAD(1 −  D)2)
(12)
Where Vo is the output voltage of respective converter.
IL = vc
RLOAD(1 −  D) (13)
When the parasitic elements values (RL + RS) become zero, then the system is considered as ideal. For such ideal
system, the steady state curve leads to infinity, as Vs = 0.7 V. For non-zero values of parasitic elements, considered as
practical converter, the graph shows various behaviors as shown in Fig. 2. Which is the steady state graph of output
voltage (vc) versus duty cycle (D) for both ideal and practical Boost converter. From above analysis it is concluded
that the input current does not depend on the parasitic elements but the output voltage is dependent on the parasitic
elements.
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Fig. 2. Steady state graph of output voltage (vc) versus duty cycle (D) for both ideal and practical Boost converter.
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.  Open  loop  analysis
The above steady-state graph reveals that the output voltage depends on the parasitic elements. The pole placement
raph for different values of duty cycle (D) keeping the parasitic elements fixed at 0.2 is shown in Fig. 3(a). Here
s the value of duty cycle increases from zero to 0.8 the real part is not affected by variation of duty cycle. But the
maginary part of pole decreases with increase of duty cycle. During D  = 0–0.8 the system is under damped. Fig. 3(b)
382 S.S. Dash, B. Nayak / Journal of Electrical Systems and Information Technology 2 (2015) 378–390Fig. 4. Step response of (a) inductor current and (b) capacitor voltage/output voltage for different values of duty cycle and Step response of (c)
inductor current and (d) capacitor voltage for different values of parasitic elements.
shows the pole placement graph for variation of parasitic elements. The experiment is done for different values of
(RL + RS) at constant value of duty cycle 0.24. As the parasitic elements value increases from 0 to 0.7, the poles move
toward imaginary axis so the system is moving toward the unstable region. The step response of inductor current and
capacitor voltage for different values of duty cycle (D) is shown in Fig. 4(a and b). In these figures, when the imaginary
component of pole is more at constant real component of pole and the duty cycle is less, then the oscillation is more,
the over shoot and the settling time is less when D = 0.24 as compared to D  = 0.5.
The step response of inductor current and capacitor voltage for different values of duty cycle (D) is shown in
Fig. 4(a and b). In both the response, the oscillation is more, the over shoot and the settling time is less when D  = 0.24
as compared to D  = 0.5. When the imaginary component of pole is more and the duty cycle is less, then the oscillation
is more, the overshoot and the settling time is less at constant real component of pole. As the duty cycle increases from
0.24 to 1, the imaginary component of pole decreases. As a result, the oscillation decreases and the overshoot, settling
time increases at D = 0.5. Similarly the step response of inductor current and capacitor voltage for different values of
parasitic elements are shown in Fig. 4(c and d). There are two values of parasitic elements are considered 0.2 and 0.4.
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Fig. 5. Bode plot of (a) inductor current and (b) capacitor voltage for different values of duty cycle (D). Bode plot of (c) inductor current and (d)
capacitor voltage for different values of parasitic elements.
Table 1
Bode plot details of inductor current and capacitor voltage for different duty cycle.
Duty cycle (D) Parameter Gain margin (GM) Phase margin (PM) Gain crossover frequency (Wg) Phase crossover frequency (Wp)
0.24 gs1 Inf 3.7998 Inf 822.3416
gs2 Inf 90.7163 Nan 4 kHz
0.5 gs1 Inf 4.6477 Inf 661.4690
gs2 Inf 90.7162 Nan 4 kHz
T
o
m
ahe response where (RL + RS) = 0.24 is taken, the overshoot, oscillation and settling time is more as compared to that
f (RL + RS) = 0.5.
The bode plot of Fig. 5(a and b) inductor current and capacitor voltage also give the information about the phase
argin and gain margin of the system for change of duty cycle and for different value of parasitic element in Fig. 5(c
nd d) for the open loop system. Table 1 shows bode plot details of both inductor current and capacitor voltage for two
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Table 2
Bode plot details of inductor current and capacitor voltage for different parasitic element.
Parasitic element (RL + RS) Parameter:
gs1 = inductor current;
gs2 = capacitor
voltage
Gain margin
(GM)
Phase margin
(PM)
Gain crossover
frequency (Wg)
Phase crossover
frequency (Wp)
0.2 gs1 Inf 3.7998 Inf 822.3416
gs2 Inf 90.7163 Nan 4 kHz
0.4 gs1 Inf 7. 4386 Inf 819.9436
gs2 Inf 91.4326 Nan 4 kHz
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switch currentFig. 6. Open loop boost converter parameters: diode current, capacitor voltage, inductor current, switch current.
duty cycle range, i.e. 0.24 and 0.5. The bode plot parameters are presented in Table 2 where gs1 is the inductor current
and gs2 is the capacitor voltage.
The output waveforms of diode current, capacitor voltage, inductor current, and switch current for steady state open
loop system is presented in Fig. 6. The capacitor voltage is constant around 20.2 V for the duty ratio 0.24 which is
nearly equal to the calculation value which is 21 V.
5.  Closed  loop  analysis
5.1.  Voltage  mode  control  of boost  dc–dc  converter
The voltage mode control is presented in Fig. 7 for the above system, where two voltage signals Vref and Vactual
is fed to a comparator. The error frequency along with the actual frequency is fed to R-S flip-flop which eventually
generate the pulse for the switch.
The output waveforms of enlarged figure of closed loop voltage mode control boost converter parameters: gate
pulse, capacitor voltage, inductor current, switch current, diode current are presented in Fig. 8. The ripple is more in
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nductor current of voltage mode control rather than current mode control. In current mode control the peak current is
.6 A where as in voltage mode control the peak current is 3 A.
.2.  Current  mode  control  of  boost  dc–dc  converter  compensator  design
The diagram for current mode control is presented in Fig. 9, where two voltage signals Vref and Vactual are fed to one
omparator. The comparator compares both the signals and fed the error signal to the PI controller and the reference
urrent signal is further processed for hysteresis band controller. The controller compares the reference current signal
ith the inductor current to produce the gate pulse for the switch.
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The PI compensator for closed loop current mode control is designed based on root-locus and bode diagram. The
conventional pole placement methods are quite satisfactory to stabilize the system. The compensator designed is as
follows:
C  =  0.53419 + (1 +  0.041S)
S
(14)
where Ki = 0.53419, so that the closed loop poles lies at −7.74 and −22.2 ±  210. The compensator poles and the closed
loop poles are shown in root-locus plot of Fig. 10(a). The bode plot clearly mention the stability of the closed loop
system. The compensator bode diagram and the bode diagram both are shown in Fig. 10(b).
The MATLAB simulation for the current mode control is presented in Fig. 11(a). Here the closed loop current mode
control boost converter parameters like gate pulse, capacitor voltage, inductor current, switch current, diode current
are shown for time period 0 to 1 s. The enlarged figure is shown in Fig. 11(b) for above said parameters of closed loop
current mode control.
The capacitor voltage is constant at 30 V as per the reference voltage given at the compactor end. The hysteresis band
fixed at 0.02. During switch on period, the switch current resembles with the gate pulse and inductor current increases
linearly. During switch off period the current shifts to diode and the inductor current falls gradually for that cycle. The
waveforms are recorded and presented for steady state period. Here the voltage fluctuates for 0–0.85 s and after that
the capacitor voltage is constant at 30 V. The switch current waveform coincides with the gate pulse and the reverse
happen for the diode current. The proper design of PI compensator in current mode closed loop control decreases the
overshoot and settling time of the output voltage response which ultimately increases the system stability and dynamic
response. In current mode control due to the presence of two loops, the current can independently controlled. But
in the voltage mode control the current is a dependent variable, so the random variation in switch current and diode
current happen with high switching current stress. This results into higher over shoot and higher settling time which
make the system sluggish. Describing the advantages of this particular voltage mode control, the switching frequency
is being constant throughout the operation so the filter design is easier in comparison to current mode control where
the switching frequency is variable due to the use of hysteresis band controller.
6.  Validation  through  experiment
6.1.  Open  loop  controlThe switched mode power supplies are designed based on classical control techniques (Whittington et al., 1997).
The circuit is assembled as per Fig. 1 and other circuit parameter as described in Table 3. The power is supplied to the
circuit and estimated power for design is considered to be 100 W. The input voltage is fed through one voltage supplier
and the value of supply voltage is fixed to 16 V. The duty cycle is set to 0.5 for the experiment.
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ig. 11. (a) Closed loop current mode control boost converter parameters: gate pulse, capacitor voltage, inductor current, switch current, diode
urrent. (b) Enlarged figure of closed loop current mode control boost converter parameters: gate pulse, capacitor voltage, inductor current, switch
urrent, diode current.
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Fig. 12. (a) Inductor current, (b) switch current, (c) diode current, (d) transient behavior of diode, (e) transient behavior of switch, and (f) experimental
output voltage of open loop voltage mode control.The switching frequency is set to 20 kHz. The open loop parameters like the inductor current, switch current, diode
current, transient behavior of diode and transient behavior of switch and output voltage are taken from mixed signal
oscilloscope (MSO) are shown in Fig. 12(a–f) respectively. The MATLAB simulation figures of Fig. 6 resemble these
experimental figures taken from MSO.
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Fig. 13. (a) Inductor current, (b) diode current, (c) switch current, and (d) transient behavior of diode current of closed loop voltage mode control.
Table 3
Experimental circuit parameters.
Vin (Input voltage) 16 V
fs (Switching frequency) 20 kHz
Diode BYQ29E
MOSFET IRF250
Capacitor 4700 F
Inductor 4 mH
Duty ratio (D) 0.5
MOSFET Driver IR2110
6
m
T
p
f
l
aOpto-Isolator 6N136
PWM generator TL494
.2.  Closed  loop  control
Similarly the circuit is assembled with TL494 for closed loop voltage mode control. The TL494 assembles on a single
onolithic chip where all the functions required in the construction of a pulse-width-modulation control circuit. The
L494 contains an on-chip 5-volt regulator, two error amplifiers, adjustable oscillator, dead time control comparator,
ulse-steering flip-flop, and output-control circuitry. The operating frequency is 10 kHz and the input voltage varies
rom 14 to 16 V. The supply voltage is fixed to 16 V. The switching frequency is set to 5 kHz. The closed loop parameters
ike the inductor current, diode current, switch current, transient behavior of diode and output voltage/capacitor voltage
re taken from mixed signal oscilloscope (MSO) shown in Fig. 13(a–d) respectively. The experimental set up with
390 S.S. Dash, B. Nayak / Journal of Electrical Systems and Information Technology 2 (2015) 378–390Fig. 14. Experimental set up for boost converter closed loop and open loop voltage mode control.
multi signal oscilloscope (MSO) is shown in Fig. 14. These experimental figures resemble the MATLAB simulation
output waveforms of Fig. 8.
7.  Conclusion
This paper analyses detailed open loop and closed loop control for both voltage mode control and current mode
control on Boost dc–dc practical converter. The study of root locus plot and bode diagram revealed proper placement of
closed loop poles and compensator poles hence the PI compensator for closed loop current mode control is designed.
The open loop control, the closed loop current mode control and closed loop voltage mode control are verified by
MATLAB simulation. The closed loop current mode control has better performance than closed loop voltage mode
control. The simulation results are validated with the experimental results for both open loop control and closed loop
voltage mode control. Comparing both the simulation and experimental results, it is noted that due to on-state voltage
drop and contact resistance drop present in the experimental circuit, the output voltage or steady state voltage is 29.6 V
but in simulation circuit the respective drops are not present so the steady state voltage is found to be 31 V. Again
in above closed loop and open loop control, the differences in transient behavior of output voltage occur by more
oscillation happen in experimental results compared to simulation results because of adjustments of PI compensator
as well as due to variation of parasitic elements present in experimental circuit.
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